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Summary 
Two wind tunnel investigations have been con- 
ducted to compare different correction techniques to 
account for wall interference: adaptive test section 
walls and classical analytical corrections. A common 
airfoil model has been tested in the adaptive-wall test 
section of the NASA Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic 
Cryogenic Tunnel (0.3-m TCT) and in the ventilated 
test section of the National Aeronautical Establish- 
ment (NAE) Two-Dimensional High Reynolds Num- 
ber Facility (HRNF). The model has a 9-in. chord 
and a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil section. The 0.3-m 
TCT adaptive-wall test section has four solid walls 
with flexible top and bottom walls. The ratio of the 
0.3-m TCT test section height to the model chord is 
1.4. The HRNF has porous top and bottom walls 
and solid sidewalls. The ratio of the HRNF test sec- 
tion height to the model chord is 6.7. The Mach 
number for the tests ranged from 0.3 to  0.8 at chord 
Reynolds numbers of 10 x lo6, 15 x lo6,  and 20 x lo6. 
The angle-of-attack range was from about -2’ up to  
stall. 
Wall interference in the test results from the 0.3-m 
T C T  has been accounted for by the movement of the 
adaptive walls, whereas the results from the ZXNF 
have been corrected for top and bottom wall interfer- 
ence by classical analytical techniques. These results 
are in good agreement. The comparisons indicate 
that small residual errors remain in the Mach number 
and angle of attack. Correcting the results from both 
tests for the sidewall interference after correcting the 
results for top and bottom wall interference did not 
significantly change the agrrerncnt. Correcting the 
results with a iinificd four-wall correction technique 
improved the agrevment of the results with Navicr- 
Stokes calculatiorls. 
Introduction 
The artificial constraint of wind tunnel test sec- 
tion walls on the flow field about an airfoil model 
can introduce crrors in the simulation of “free air” 
conditions. In the past, corrections have been ap- 
plied to  wind tunnel results to account for the pres- 
ence of the walls. These corrections are relatively 
simple for tests in closed test sections at low sub- 
sonic speeds. However, the corrections become more 
complex and difficlllt to apply for tests in ventilated 
test sections at high subsonic speeds because of dif- 
ficulties with mathenlatically modeling and experi- 
mentally measuring the flow field at the wall. The 
high-speed, digital computer has facilitated the de- 
velopment of sophisticated wall correction techniques 
for tests in ventilated test sections at  high subsonic 
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speeds. These techniques often depend on exten- 
sive measurements taken on or near the test section 
boundaries. Several examples of these techniques 
are presented in reference 1. The high-speed, digi- 
tal computer has also facilitated the development of 
adaptive-wall test sections that have the potential of 
removing the wall interference at its source. Free 
air results can be approached with a posttest wall 
correction technique, a real-time adaptive-wall test 
section technique, or some combination of the two 
techniques. 
The National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE) 
of Canada and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) have a cooperative agree- 
ment t o  develop and validate methods for correcting 
and/or eliminating wall interference in transonic two- 
dimensional wind tunnel testing. The NAE uses an 
analytical wall correction technique for airfoil data 
from its Two-Dimensional High Reynolds Number 
Facility (HRNF), whereas NASA uses the adaptive- 
wall test section technique for airfoil data from 
the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel 
(0.3-m TCT).  Both organizations desired to validate 
wall int,erference correction methods for airfoil data 
obtained at high subsonic speeds and high Reynolds 
nuntbers. To do tiiis, u11e ~lloilel was tested in Sot!: 
wind tunnels. The results could then be compared 
to determine how well thcy agree with each other. 
Under the agreement, the NAE designed and fab- 
ricated a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil model with a 
9-in. chord. This airfoil profile was chosen because its 
aerodynamic characteristics are sensitive to changes 
in Mach number arid Reynolds number. The airfoil 
model was first tested in the HRNF. The test Mach 
niirnbcr ranged from 0.3 to 0.8 at  chord Reynolds 
numbers of 10 x lo6, 15 x lo6, and 20 x lo6. Thr. 
angle of attack ranged from about -2’ to stall. 
This facility, described in references 2 and 3, has a 
60-in-tall by 15-in-wide test section with perforated 
top and bottom walls. The ratio of the HRNF test 
section height to the model chord was 6.7 for this ex- 
periment. The relatively large value of this ratio was 
expected to lead to moderate levels of wall interfer- 
ence. The results from the HRNF tests, presented in 
reference 4, were corrected for top and bottom wall 
interference with the method in reference 5. 
The same model was subsequently tested in the 
0.3-m TCT with the two-dimensional, adaptive-wall 
test section. Details of the tunnel may be found 
in reference 6 and a description of the test section 
niay be found in reference 7. The test section is 
13 in. tall and 13 in. wide at the entrance. It has 
four solid walls with flexible top and bottom walls. 
The ratio of the 0.3-ni TCT test section height to 
the model chord was 1.4. This small ratio leads 
to large levels of wall interference unless the flexible 
walls are properly positioned. The model was tested 
over the samc Mach number and Reynolds number 
ranges used in the HRNF tests, but the minimum and 
inaxirnurn angles of attack were limited by the wall 
positioning hardware for some of the test conditions. 
The test results are presented in reference 8. The 
top and bottom wall interference was reduced in the 
0.3-rri T C T  rcsiilts by the movcmcnt of the adaptive 
walls. The wall adaptation tcchiqiic uscd for this 
investig;it,iori is described in rcfmmce 9. 
The. piirposc of t,his iiivcstigatioii is to dctcrniiric. 
how well thv rcwi1t.s from e x h  tiiriiic.1 agrw with rach 
other and to dctcrrriiric: if  additiorial corrections can 
iinprovc thc iigrcc’111<:rit,. Thc published or t)ascliiic 
results arc coinpared with each othcr first. Conipar- 
isons of the piit)lishcd integrated forw and rnonicrit 
coc$ficic,nt,s frorri the 0.3-rn TCT and HRNF tests arc 
prcscnt,cd iri taliis report. Additional coniparisoris of 
the slop(:s of t l i t  section riorrnal-forco ciirves, thc drag 
risc with hliicli iiiiinber, iirid thc. ni(:itli arid thc differ- 
cncc in tlic pressure coefficient at, tlic qiiartcr-c:liortl 
arc also prcsci i td  in an attcrript to  qiiaritify the dif- 
f(wncrs hct.wwri t,ht. baselin(. rcsiilts. Thrw con-  
parisoris of tlic dittil from both wirid tunnvls with 
diffcvnit, c.orrcct,ioiis applied t,o tho piit)lishcd rcsiilts 
;trv i i i i tc lc~  to  detcririiiic~ if t h t  agrcvncwt, citii tw i n -  
provcd. Thew. coiiipiLrisoIis arc liiriit,ccl t,o thc slopvs 
of  t.hv sc.c%ioii iiorriial-forcc ciirvcs a r i d  t,o til(. drag risv 
wit, ti hl;ic4i iiiiiiilwr. Comparisons o f  tho chordwisc. 
prcwiirc’ clist,ril)iit,ioiis at, nearly tlic SiiIIi(’ riornial- 
fore(. cocfficiciit i i i id  klacli riuiii1)er are presctnt,cd in it 
“Supl)l(,riiorit, t o  NASA TP-3132.” Thc, siipplcrricrit, is 
;iviiilnt)lo up011 rcqiiest itrid ii rcqiic’st, form is incluclc.cl 
at  t h .  back of tliis papcr. 
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are covered with a 30-mesh, 40-percent open screen 
to reduce the edge-tone noise. The resulting over- 
all porosity of the top and bottom walls is 8.4 per- 
cent. The static pressures near the top and bottom 
walls are measured with a 1-in-diameter static pipe 
located on the centerline of each porous wall. There 
are 40 pressure orifices extending from 80.9 in. up- 
stream to 47.1 in. downstream of the model center 
of rotation. The center of rotation is located on the 
centerline (30 in. from the floor) and 94 in. down- 
stream of the start of the test section. The model 
is mounted on a turntable within an 18- by 24-in. 
porous panel covered with a woven wire sheet. The 
porous panel is connected to a suction box to control 
the boundary layer in the vicinity of the model. The 
level of suction is moderate. It is not intended to  
remove the boundary layer completely but to control 
the adverse growth of the boundary layer from the 
pressure distribution imposed on the sidewall by the 
model and to prevent premature separation of the 
boundary layer in regions of adverse pressure gradi- 
ent. For these tests, the normal velocity because of 
suction at  the sheet, nondirnensionalized by the free- 
stream vclocity, was nominally 0.0085. 
i n e  model was posiiioiied 0 1 1  the iuriiiable with 
the center of rotation 4 in. aft of the model leading 
edge. A total head probe rake was mounted 21  in. 
downstreani of the center of the turntable. For 
the 9-in-chord airfoil used in this investigation, this 
location corresponds to 1.78 chords downstream of 
the trailing edge. The drag data reported herein were 
computed using the measurements from the total 
head probe on the tunnel centerline and from the test 
section free-stream static pressure. The wake rake 
was automatically controlled to traverse corripletcly 
through the wake. The spacing of the rake steps was 
reduced for those parts of the wake in which the total 
pressure gradient was large. 
The flow angularity in the HRNF is very small. 
hleasurements taken before the latest improvements 
to the facility indicate that there is a slight dowriwash 
up to about 0.05". The current flow angularity after 
the modifications has not been measured, but it is 
expected to be smaller. No correction to the angle 
of attack for test section flow angularity has been 
applied to the results. 
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NASA Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic 
Cryogenic Tunnel 
The Langley 0.3-m TCT with the 13- by 13-in. 
two-dimensional adaptive-wall test section installed 
in the circuit was used for the NASA tests. A sketch 
of the tunnel is presented in figure 2 and a photo- 
graph of the upper leg of the tunnel circuit is pre- 
sented in figure 3. The 0.3-m TCT is a fan-driven, 
cryogenic pressure tunnel that uses nitrogen as a test 
gas. It is capable of operating at stagnation temper- 
atures from 80 to 327 K and at  stagnation pressures 
from 1.2 to  6.0 atm. The fan speed is variable so 
that the empty test section Mach number can be 
varied from about 0.20 to 0.95. This combination 
of test conditions provides a test envelope of chord 
Reynolds numbers up to  about 100 x lo6 based on a 
model chord of 12 in. Additional details of the tunnel 
may be found in reference 6. 
A sketch of the adaptive-wall test section with the 
test section plenum sidewall removed is presented in 
figure 4. The test section is 13 in. tall by 13 in. 
wide at  the entrance. All four walls are solid. The 
sidewalls are rigid and parallel, whereas the top and 
bottom walls are flexible and movable. The usable 
portion of the test section is 55.8 in. long. The 
flexible walls are anchored at  the upstream end. The 
shape of each wall is determincd by 21 independent 
jacks. Pressure orifices are located at  each jack 
position on each flexible wall centerline. The model 
is supported between two turntables centered 30.7 in. 
downstream of the test section entrance. Although 
layer control system! the system was not used for 
these test,s. Addit.ionw1 det,ails of the test section may 
be found in reference 7. 
The model was positioned on the turntable with 
the center of rotation 4 in. aft of the model leading 
edge, the same location relative to the turntable used 
in the HRNF tests. A total head probe rake was 
installed at. 17.5 in. downstream of the ceiiter of the 
turntables. This location was 1.2 chords downstream 
of the model t,railing cdge. The drag data reported 
herein were computed with the measurements from 
the total head probe on the tunnel centerline and the 
average of eight static pressures on the test section 
sidewall opposite the rake tubes. No t,raditional 
model upright and inverted tests of flow angularity 
and no empty test section tests with a flow angularity 
probe have been conducted. No corrections to the 
angle of attack for flow angularity were made. 
Model 
The model used in these tests had a 9-in. chord 
and a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil section. This early 
supercritical airfoil section is nominally 12 percent 
thick and has a design lift coefficient of about 0.6 
at a Mach number of 0.765. The design and the 
measured model ordinates are presented in table 1. 
A sketch of the airfoil shape is presented in figure 5. 
A photograph of the model prior to installation in the 
0.3-in TCT is presented in figure 6. The model had a 
. .  tL,, b * L L  t.,.,,,l " U I I L I b I  hQc  **'*Q nTnT,,c,nnc y1 v ,  .".Yl." fcr I sidt.wi!! b n u n d q -  
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15-in. span to fit the HRNF test section. Because the 
0.3-m TCT test section is 13 in. wide, the outer 1 in. 
on each end of the model extended into the model 
mounting blocks. With this arrangement, the model 
centerline and the test section centerline coincided. 
i n e  modei chord was defined as the line passing 
through the center of the leading and trailing edges. 
This line was rotated 0.88” nose up relative to the 
reference line used to define the airfoil shape. For 
these tests, the angle of attack was rcfercmced to the 
modrl chord linc, riot the airfoil rcxfercrice linc. 
Thc model liad 45 static presslire orifices i n  a 
chorclwise row on the iippcr surfacc. iind 23 i i i  a 
c~liortlwisc~ row on the lowcr surfitcc.. A skctch o f  
thci orificc. liiyoiit is prcsentcd in figure 5. Thv 
orifiecs wcrc stiiggcxrcd about thv rnod(:l centcrlinc~ 
t,o rriiriiiriizc~ iiitrrfcwmce on thc nc~ighboring orifices. 
The orifice cliartietcr wits 0.014 in. for all orifices 
exwpt those on t,hc forward 22 percent o f  t,lic airfoil 
chord, whcre thc dianictcr Wits 0.010 in. The sinallcr 
diitrric:tc,r orificcw would rctlucc iiriy orifice size cffccts 
w1icx-c the prcwiire gradicmts could bc liirg(’. 
m, 
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The second technique corrected the HRNF baseline 
results for sidewall interference. These results are 
referred to as the HRNF four-wall corrected results. 
The third technique corrected the HRNF measured 
(uncorrected) results for interference from all four 
walls with a unified approach. These results are re- 
ferred to as the HRNF unified four-wall corrected 
results. 
Similarly, three types of corrections were applied 
to the 0.3-m TCT results. The 0.3-m TCT measured 
results had no analytical corrections and are referred 
to as the TCT baseline results. The first technique 
applied to the data should account for any residual 
top- and bottom-wall interference. The technique 
used was different from that used on the HRNF re- 
sults because the HRNF technique was not designed 
to treat nonplanar boundary measurements. These 
results are referred to  as the TCT two-wall corrected 
results. The second and third correction techniques 
used for the 0.3-m TCT results were the same as 
those used for the HRNF tests. These results are re- 
ferred to accordingly as the T C T  four-wall and the 
TCT unified four-wall corrected results. 
The identification of the different data sets is sum- 
marized in chart 1. A short description of each cor- 
rection technique is presented in subsequent sections 
of this paper. 
Two-Wall Analytical Correction 
Technique for HRNF Tests 
The results from the HRNF tests were corrected 
for the interference from the top and bottom walls 
with the analytical technique of Mokry and Ohman. 
Details of the technique may be found in reference 5. 
The correction technique assumes that the flow field 
near the test section boundaries can be represented 
by potential flow theory with linearized (Prandtl- 
Glauert) compressibility effects. A rectangular con- 
trol surface is defined with the corners coincident 
with the most upstream and downstream pressure 
orifices on the top- and bottom-wall static pipes. The 
streamwise disturbance velocity induced by the walls 
satisfies the Laplace equation within the control sur- 
face. The streamwise disturbance velocity on the 
control surface can be determined from the pressure 
distribution on the control surface, the model lift, 
and the model thickness. Since there are no measured 
pressures on the upstream and downstream faces of 
the control surface, the pressures there are deter- 
mined by linear interpolation. The Laplace equa- 
tion and wall-induced disturbance velocities on the 
control surface form a Dirichlet problem that can be 
solved by the Fourier method. The solution provides 
the wall-induced streamwise and normal velocities a t  
any point within the control surface. The correc- 
tion t o  the angle of attack is computed from the 
wall-induced normal velocity at the model quarter- 
chord. The correction to  the Mach number is com- 
puted from the wall-induced streamwise velocity a t  
the model quarter-chord. The corrections computed 
for this test for three Mach numbers are presented 
in figure 7(a). The magnitude of the correction to 
the angle of attack increases with normal-force co- 
efficient, as expected. The correction to the Mach 
number is dependent on both the Mach number and 
the normal-force coefficient. 
Chart 1 
Identification 
TCT baseline 
HRNF baseline 
TCT two wall 
TCT four wall 
HRNF four wall 
T C T  unified four wall 
HRNF unified four wal 
Description 
Published results from TCT with 
wall  interference accounted for by  
movement of the adaptive walls; 
no analytical corrections. 
Published results from the HRNF 
with Corrections for top- and 
hot tom-wall interference from 
the method of reference 5. 
Results from TCT with analytical 
corrections for top- and bottom- 
wall interference from the 
method of reference 12 
Results from TCT with analytical 
corrections for top- arid bottom- 
wall interference from the mc%hod 
of reference 12 followed by 
corrections for sidewall inter- 
ference froin the method of 
reference 13. 
Published results from the HRNF 
with corrections for sidewall 
interference froin the method 
of reference 13. 
Published results from T C T  
with corrections for all four 
walls applied from the method 
of reference 14. 
Uncorrected results from the 
HRNF with Corrections for all 
four walls applied from the 
method of reference 14. 
Two-Wall Analytical Correction 
Technique for 0.3-m TCT Tests 
For an adaptive-wall test section, the finite test 
section length, the sidewall boundary layer, and the 
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the Mach number for each of the tests is presented 
in figure 8. 
The sidewall correct.inn WAS app!icd to tile data 
after corrections for the top and bottom walls were 
applied. This application of the full sidewall correc- 
tion implies that the pressure measured at  the top 
and bottom walls did not contain a coniporicrit froni 
the cliangr in thc sidrwall 1)oundary-Iaycr displacc- 
merit thickncss. Tlic charigc~ in blo(;kilgc from the 
sidcwall tioiindary Iaycr i ici~r t,hc ~ ~ i o t l ~ l  shoiild iiot 
h a v ~  ~ ) C C : I I  S C ~ I I S C Y ~  at, thc t,op iind bottoiii wdls for tali(. 
HRNF t.c.st,s lwciiiisc. of thc litrgc ratio of sciniliciight 
to scriiiwiclth o f  tliv I IRNF t,cst scction (4.0). It, is 
possit)le that t,hc cliit~igo iri 1)lockagc from the side- 
w d l  t)o~i~idiir,v Iii,v(’r woiil(l hav(> been partly sensed 
at  thc top i i i id  t)ot,toni walls for the 0.3-m T C T  tests 
t)ccitiiso o f  t,hv iriiic-li sinwllcr ritt,io of seniihcight to 
serniwitlth of thct 0.3-111 TCT t,cst section (1.0). Be- 
cause tlic part of t,hc sid(>witll corrcction rcnioved by 
the adaptive, walls is not, kriowri or easily coiiipiit,cd, 
the full corrcction is coinpiited and applicd. 
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from the first step as the inner boundary condition, 
while the outer free air boundary condition varies as 
the Mach number and the angle of attack are per- 
turbed from the measured conditions. This solution 
determines the free-stream Mach number and angle 
of attack for which the calculated free air pressure 
coefficient distribution of the effective inviscid body 
best matches the measured pressure coefficient dis- 
tribution on the model. The third TSDE solution 
uses the free-stream conditions determined from the 
second step (Mach number and angle of attack) and 
a source-sink-doublet representation of the effective 
inviscid body shape from the first step for the model 
boundary conditions. This solution, together with 
the first solution, allows the "classical-like" interfer- 
ence field to be determined. When the upflow angle 
at the inflow face is not measured, as was the case 
in the current tests, up to three global iterations or 
passes of this procedure are required to  deduce the 
velocity distribution across the front boundary face 
of the test section and to properly align the effective 
inviscid body with the tested model. 
Presentation of Results 
The section normal-force coefficients presented 
were obtained from the integration of the chordwise 
pressure distribution on the model. The section drag 
coefficients were determined from the integration of 
the model wake pressure distribution on t,he test 
section centerline. The reference line used to define 
an angle of attack of 0" passed through the center of 
the leading edge and trailing edge. A comparison of 
the results obtained on the CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil 
model in the HRNF and the 0.3-m TCT is presented 
as follows: 
Figure 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF 
baseline results: 
Integrated force and moment coefficients 
for- 
Rc = 10 x IO6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Rc = 15 x lo6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
R, = 20 x IO6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Slope of c,~ vs o curves . . . . . . . . . 12 
Drag rise with MX . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Differential pressure coefficient at 
quarter-chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Mean pressure coefficient at 
quarter-chord . . . . . 15 
Mean pressure coefficient at  
quarter-chord after TCT (Y 
shifted . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 and 17 
Trailing-edge pressure coefficient . . . . . 18 
Shock location . . . . . . . . . . 19 and 20 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT two-wall 
corrected results and HRNF baseline 
results: 
Slope of cTL vs cy curves . . . . . . . . . 21 
Drag rise with A!, . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
four-wall corrected results: 
Slope of crl vs a curves . . . . . . . . . 23 
Drag rise with ATm . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF 
unified four-wall corrected results: 
Slope of c,, vs (Y curves . . . . . . . . . 25 
Drag rise with AI, . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Coniparison of 0.3-ni TCT and HRNF 
Comparison of experimental results 
and Navier-Stokes calculations . . . . . . 27 
Discussion of Results 
The results from the two wind tunnels are corn- 
pared to see how well they agree with each other. 
Both sets of baseline results contain residual in- 
terference from different sources, such as the tcst 
section sidewalls. Different coniparisoris are used to 
estimate iiic cha::ges iii angle of attack and Mach 
number needed to improve the agreement. The 
HRNF results. measured in a relatively large test 
section, were selected as the reference set when de- 
scribing changes in angle of attack or illach number 
needed to improve the agreement. This does not im- 
ply that the 0.3-m TCT results have residual errors 
arid the HRNF results do not. 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF 
Baseline Results 
The haseline results from thc t,wo wind tiinriel 
tests are compared first. No corrections for the ef- 
fect of flow angularity or for the interference from 
the sidewall boundary layer have been applied to the 
results. The comparison of the integrated force and 
moment coefficients from the two tests is presented in 
figures 9 to 11. The normal-force curves exhibit the 
expected behavior. At low normal-force coefficients, 
the curves are linear. At the higher Mach numbers, 
the slope begins to increase at small positive angles 
of attack. The angle of zero normal force, determined 
from the fairings, is generally about 0.06" more neg- 
ative for the 0.3-1n TCT tests. This difference may 
be attributable to errors in setting the model to 0" 
during installation, to residual wall interference, or 
t o  flow angularity. The maximum normal-force co- 
efficient is generally greater for the 0.3-m TCT tests 
than for the HRNF tests for those test conditions at 
which a comparison is possible. The drag coefficient 
at a given normal-force coefficient is generally less for 
the 0.3-m TCT tests than for the HRNF tests. 
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The trailing-edge pressure coefficient is a good in- 
dicator of separation over the rear portion of the air- 
foil. These results are presented in figure 18. As 
expected, before separation, the flow attempts to 
stagnate at the trailing edge, hence the positive pres- 
sure coefficients. As the flow begins to  separate from 
the aft portion of the airfoil. the pressure coefficient 
decreases. The results are in reasonable agreement 
with each other, although there are insufficient mea- 
surements near stall to determine the angle of attack 
at which separation begins. 
The shock location cannot be determined di- 
rectly from the pressure measurements because of the 
smearing of the pressure rise and the spacing of the 
pressure orifices. The shock location was defined as 
the chordwise position where the pressure was at the 
midpoint of the pressure rise across the shock. The 
results are presented in figure 19. At Mach numbers 
below 0.765, the shock first appears on the forward 
part of the airfoil and moves aft with increasing sec- 
tion normal-force coefficient. At a Mach number of 
0.765, the shock first appears on the aft portion of 
the airfoil. As the normal force increases, a second 
shock similar tc! that h i n d  at the lower hlach num- 
bers appears on the forward portion of the airfoil. 
At Mach numbers above 0.765, only the shock on 
the rear portion of the airfoil appears. The shock lo- 
cation from the 0.3-m TCT tests is generally forward 
of the shock location from the HRNF tests. These 
results are cross plotted in figure 20 at cn = 0.6. The 
cross plot indicates that the Mach number for the 
same shock location is generally higher for the 0.3-m 
TCT tests. For shock locations aft of x / c  = 0.30, 
the Mach number for a given shock location is about 
0.004 higher for the 0.3-m TCT test results. 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT Two-Wall 
Corrected and HRNF Baseline Results 
The results from the 0.3-m TCT tests have been 
corrected for any residual interference from the top 
and bottom walls with the method described in ref- 
erence 12. The corrections to the angle of attack 
were small. Results a t  R, = 10 x lo6 are presented 
since they cover a wider range of hlach numbers. 
The slopes of the normal-force curves, presented in 
figure 21, were determined with the same method 
used for the baseline results. The agreement of the 
0.3-TCT two-wall corrected results with thc HRNF 
baseline results is not as good as the agreement of the 
0.3-m TCT baseline results with the HRNF baseline 
results. (See fig. 12(a).) At cTL = 0.4, the two-wall 
correction drove the normal-force curve slopes apart 
at Mach numbers of 0.50 and 0.70. The variation 
of the drag rise with Mach number is presented in 
figure 22. The correction to  the drag is less than one 
count (0.0001) and the correction to  the Mach num- 
ber is less than 0.003. These corrections have very 
little effect on the drag correlation. 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF 
Four-Wall Corrected Results 
The results from both tests contain residual in- 
terference from the test section sidewalls. The 0.3-m 
TCT two-wall corrected and the HRNF baseline re- 
sults have then been corrected for the interference 
from the test section sidewalls with the method of 
hlurthy, described in reference 13. The normal-force 
curve slopes and the drag have been determined in 
the same manner used for the two-wall corrected re- 
sults and have been plotted against the corrected 
hlach number. The slopes of the corrected normal- 
force curves are presented in figure 23. The side- 
wall corrections, shown in figure 8, are larger for the 
HRNF than for the TCT. The results from both tests 
are shifted to a lower hlach number and the slope 
is increased by the correction to the dynamic pres- 
sure. The correlation of the four-wall correct>ed re- 
sults is slightly poorer than that of the baseline re- 
sults. Since the corrcctioii was zpplicd t:? the 0.3-m 
TCT two-wall corrected results, the same difference 
at Mach numbers of 0.50 and 0.70 occurs. The cor- 
rected drag rise is presented in figure 24. The side- 
wall correction shifted both curves to  a lower Mach 
riiiniber and a slightly higher drag. Again, the cor- 
relation of the four-wall corrected results is slightly 
poorer than that of the baseline results. Applying 
only part, of the 0.3-m TCT sidewall correction. be- 
cause' of partial correctioii from the adaptation of the 
top and bott,oni walls, would only further iricrcase the 
difference bctwecn tlic curves. 
Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF 
Unified Four-Wall Corrected Results 
Different correction techniques have been applied 
to the 0.3-m TCT and the HRNF results. A common 
correction technique that can treat either a porous 
wall or a nonplanar solid-wall boundary was selected 
to correct the 0.3-ni TCT baseline results and the 
HRNF uncorrected results. The technique accounts 
for the interference from both the top and bottom 
walls and the sidewalls. A set of uncorrected results 
at the same nominal Mach number was input into the 
correction technique. The uncorrected Mach number 
of the uncorrected set of results seldom deviated from 
the average Mach number of the set by more than 
0.002. The corrected Mach nurnber typically devi- 
ated up to 0.005 from the average, with several val- 
ues differing by more than 0.010. The scatter made 
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and a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil section. The pri- 
mary goal of the tests was to  compare different tech- 
niques to account for wall interference: adaptive test 
section walls and classical analytical corrections. The 
test results have been corrected with several different 
techniques. These studies indicated the following: 
1. The baseline results from the two tests corrected 
with the standard techriiqucs used at each tunnel 
were in good agrccnicnt. Both the adaptive-wall 
and the analytical corrcction tcc:hniqiics do an 
iidtqiiat,(’ job correct,irig fhr thc t,op- and bottom- 
wall iiit,crf(,rc.ric.c,. 
2. ‘l‘hc 0.:3-ni TCT l)iiscliii(~ rcwilts gcnc~rally had a 
largclr iioriiial-forw ciirvc slope? a niore negat,ive 
ariglc of zvro lift,, i i  1argc.r inaxiniiini normal- 
forw cwA€kicmt. and i i  lower drag c:oefficient at a 
c-oiist;int iiornial-forw cwcficicnt compared with 
the HRNF rcsult,s. Tlic shock location on the 
upper surfacc was inore forward for the 0.3-m 
TCT k s t s  thitn for t,he HRNF tests. 
3 .  AII iLdysis of the. biLSClili(> results i1idic:atcs that 
thcrt wits a. residiial error in the Mach riiirnbcr and 
iiiiglc~ uf attack. If the HRNF results werc treated 
;is tlic baselino, tlion the drag risc, the nicwi 
prcssiirc. coefficicwt at, thv qiiartcr-chord, and the 
upper-surface shock location indicated that the 
;igrccnit.nt woiild havc becri iinprovd if thc 0.3-rn 
TCT hl;tch niirnI)c~r wits reduced l)ot,wceri 0.003 to 
0.010. Thc. differential pressiirc cocfficicwt data 
and t,hc ariglc of zcro lift indicatod that thv 0.3-rn 
TCT ariglc of attack should have h e n  inrronscd 
I)otwc~cn 0.06” and 0.12”. 
4. Corrccting tlic 0.3-in TCT rcsiilts for rcsidiial t,op- 
and l)ott,oni-wall interfercncv did not, iinprovc the 
corrclation of the normal-force ciirv(’ s l o p c ~  and 
t,lic. drag risc. 
5. Corrc.ct.ing the rcsiilt,s froin tmth t,iiiinc’ls for side- 
wall iiitc~rfcrc~rico in a wqiicwt,iiil rt ioclc  did not im- 
prove the) correlation. 
6. Corrccting thc. resiilt,s froin both t,nnnc~ls for all 
foiir walls iii a iiniticd niodc iinprovcd thc cor- 
rclnt,ioii of tlic c~xpcrinicwtal resiilt,s with Navivr- 
Stokes citlclil;tt,iolis. 
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Table 1. Airfoil Model Ordinates 
0.0000 
.0003 
.oo 15 
.0033 
.0063 
.0140 
,0195 
.0247 
. 0 3  56 
.0370 
.O(i54 
.OH46 
. I  17!) 
.151!) 
.213!) 
.27(i.l 
.332 1 
,3949 
,4576 
,5132 
.5757 
,6376 
.6925 
.7539 
,8152 
,8763 
,9172 
,9511 
,9782 
1 .oooo 
Uppcr surface 
design 
0.0034 
.0062 
.0094 
.0124 
,0159 
.0217 
.0250 
,0279 
,0331 
.0376 
.(I432 
.0.178 
.05:36 
.05xo 
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.O(i(i5 
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. O(i89 
,0686 
,0673 
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.0601 
,0542 
.0453 
,0338 
,0203 
. 0 106 
.0024 
- .0042 
- .0095 
z / c ,  z / c ,  
measured 
0.0034 
,0063 
.0093 
.0123 
,0158 
,0217 
.0251 
,0279 
.0332 
.0377 
,0433 
,0478 
,0536 
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. OK33 
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,068 1 
,0689 
.0685 
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.0105 
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- SI042 
- .0095 
.E / c 
0.0001 
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.0096 
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,0273 
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.0470 
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,5714 
,6340 
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1 .0000 
Lower surfacc 
z / ( . ,  
design 
0.0034 
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-.0021 
- .0043 
- ,0066 
-.0081 
- .0099 
-.0127 
-.0141 
-.0169 
- ,0205 
- .0238 
-.0277 
-.0328 
- ,0446 
- .0492 
- .os20 
- ,0532 
- ,0520 
- .0489 
- .0436 
-.0373 
-.0316 
- ,0255 
- .0204 
-.0177 
- .O 1 62 
-.0151 
-.(I145 
z / c ,  
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-.0021 
- .0043 
- ,0065 
-.0081 
- .0099 
-.0128 
-.0142 
-.0169 
- .0206 
- .0238 
-.(I277 
- ,0329 
-.(I447 
- ,0492 
- .0520 
- ,0532 
-.os20 
- .048X 
- .04:J6 
-.OS74 
-.OS17 
-.0257 
- .020(i 
- .017X 
- .O 164 
-.(I152 
-.Old6 
Table 2. Test Conditions Used in HRNF and TCT Tests 
Mm 
0.300 
,500 
A00 
.700 
.730 
,750 
.765 
.780 
,790 
.800 
10 x 106 
Both 
Both 
Both 
Both 
Both 
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Both 
,- lests run ai I& of- 
15 x lo6 
HRNF 
HRNF 
HRNF 
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HRNF 
HRNF 
20 x 106 
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HRNF 
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HRNF 
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Figure 12. Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF baseline results for slopes of nornl:il-forcc curvcx 
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Figure 12. Continued. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF baseline results for drag rise with Mach number. 
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Figure 13. Concluded. 
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Figure 15. Comparison of 0.3-m TCT and HRNF baseline results for mean pressure coefficient at quarter-cliord. 
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Figure 23. Comparison of 0.3-m TCT four-wall corrected results and HRNF four-wall corrected results for 
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Comparisons of the chordwise pressure distributions at nearly the same 
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